Overview

How to use

Deerma Humidifier
Keep your life clean and refreshing all the time
With its micron mist and simply operation so that
to deeply moist your skin and each corner in your
house. You can enjoy every wonderful moment
when you use it.
Read the instructions carefully before use

1. Top cover;
2. Fog emitter exit;
3. Water tank;
4. UV light cover;
5. Wind exit;
6. Base;

7. Oil essense fibre;
8. Oil essense filter;
9. Oil essense box;
10. Turning adjustor;
11. Light switch;
12. Water level indicator;

Humidifier functions:
1. Add water to tank to higher indication level, but don`t
exceed.
2. Put the tank into the base.

Light and turninng switch
1. Powered on. When you hear «Di», machine is on standby
status.
2. Light switch: press once: ambient orange light will be on,
press again to turn off the bottom light.
3. Turning button: clockwise turning: machine starts to work
and UV light is on. Anti clockwise turning is to switch off the
machine and turn off the UV light.
4. Water lack protection: when water tank is empty, you will
hear «dididi», bottom light will be red. Please, add water,
turn the button to off status and turn on again according to
step 3.

3. When water level indicator arrow matches the arrow on
front of the base, put on the top cover.
4. Plug and it begins to humidify.

Aromatherapy

Fault and remove
1. Light is off, No wind and fog.
Analysis: Didn`t plug to socket or defective.
Solution: Connect to socket. If still don`t work, connect
Deerma.

1. Take out the oil essense box and add a few drops of oil
essense.
2. Put the box into the base.
Note: Water can`t exceed the highest level mark,
otherwise, the wind exit will be flooded.

2. Light is on, but no wind or fog.
Analysis: Water level is too high.
Solution: Pour out some water, and make the arrow of the
water level indicator meet arrow on the base.
3. Fog is little.
Analysis: Foggy flat or water is dirty.
Solution: Clean the foggy flat, change water to clear.
4. Noise sound.
Analysis: Water is less, desk is not flat.
Solution: Add a clear water, put the humidifier on strong flat
surface.

Fog leading tube cleaning

5. Water can`t reach the bottom base.
Analysis: Water tank cover is dirty, or water tank is not
properly placed.
Solution: Clean the water tank cover and operate correctly.

1. Use both hands to puswh the tube upward until you hear
a click sound.
2. Take the tube out and clean.
Note: Cleaning water higher than 50 degrees centigrade
will cause dis-shape of the water tank and fog leading tube.
Note
1. Adding a water: after the top cover is removed, you can
add water from the cup, or take out the water tank to tap to
add water.
2. Base water: the humidifier uses the ultrasonic foggy flap
to change water to fog, water tank is media only. It`s normal
to humidifier to accumulate water in thge base.
3. Foggy adjustment: if air humidity is high, there will be
water around humidifier, please adjust fog to low level.
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Caution
1. Please, make shure power and voltage is in compliance
with requirements.
2. When you receive the humidifier, please put it in room
temperature for 30 minutes, otherwise the water tank may
breaks due to high temperature change.
3. Please use the device under regular temperature
between 5-40 degrees centigrade.
4. Please put the humidifier on a flat space and avoid to
leaning.
5. Please don`t put the humidifier on wood floor to avoid its
deformation due to humidity.
6. Please keep the device on 2m destance away from
furniture and electric devices.
7. Please avoid heat and direct sun rays.
8. Using a water over 40 degrees forbidden.
9. Avoid presence of water in wind and fog exit, use a dry
mop to clean the water if its flow through it.
10. When room temperature is lower than 0 degrees,
please pour out water to avoid its freezing.
11. Don`t put metal liquid, cleaqning liquid or chemical
solutions into the tank.
12. Plug off the device from socket when you pour a water.
13. Plug off the device from socket before moving,
cleaning, adding a water etc.
14. When cleaning, avoid to water injection into machine.
15. Don`t dissasemble original machine without approval.

